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Figural Graffiti (Graffiti drawings)



Examples of ancient graffiti
 Q(uintus) Vet(t)ius

 Anicete va(le)

 Vinum acceptum / ab domino VII Idus Apriles

 Arma virumque cano

 Venimus huc cupidi. Multo magis ire cupimus…]





Figural Graffiti in the House of 

Maius Castricius, Pompeii



Figural Graffiti in the 

Villa San Marco, Stabiae



Graffiti drawings in CIL IV
1) Drawing described within entry:



Graffiti drawings in CIL IV
2) Drawing depicted within entry:



Graffiti drawings in CIL IV
3) Drawing mentioned within note:



Graffiti drawings in CIL IV
3) Drawing mentioned within note:



Graffiti drawings NOT in CIL



Challenges working with text 

and images

1) How to define an entry?

 Series, clusters vs. individual figures

 Context?

2) How to describe drawings?

 Interpretation, standardization

3) How to make drawings searchable?

 How to enable both browsing and specific searches
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1. How to define an entry?





2. How to describe drawings?





Issues of interpretation



Issues of interpretation





Issues of interpretation











3. How to search for drawings 

(figural graffiti)?



Drawing categories

Categories for 

Figural Graffiti



Filters will allow a user… 

 To limit search results

 To retrieve more specific results

 To perform a secondary level of search

 E.g. Ran a search for all drawings of animals, then 

wanted to know what kind of animals are found drawn in 

taverns (not public buildings or houses)



Sample potential tags

 Animal types: horse, boar, dog, stag

 Geometric shapes: triangle, circle, square, quadrangle

 Boats: rudder, net, hull

 Gladiator equipment: helmet, shield, greaves, net, 

trident, sword

 Architecture: column, column base, ladder



Prototype for Filters



Example of filters to refine results
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